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Online Education Initiative Steering Committee Meeting 
            Friday December 9, 2016 

             Embassy Suites Sacramento 
  
    
Voting Members for the OEI SC: Cheryl Aschenbach, Christina Gold, Dan 
Crump, Dave Stephens, Edward Pohlert, Fabiola Torres, Greg Beyrer, Joe 
Perret, Jodie Steeley, Lisa Beach, Lisa Wang, and Thomas Greene    
 
Consortium and OEI Non-voting Attendees: Amy Carbonaro, Anita Crawley, 
Anna Stirling, April Cubbage, Arnita Porter, Autumn Bell, Barbara Illowsky, Bob 
Nash, Bonnie Peters, Brian Weston, Carol Hobson, Carol Lashman, Caryn 
Albrecht, Cheryl Chapman, Clinton Slaughter, Dan Barnett, Darla Cooper, Debra 
Conick, Del Helms, Eric Ichon, Erin Larson, Gary Bird, Gwen Lewis Huddleston, 
Jaye Luke, Jayme Johnson, Jessica Hurtado, Jim Julius, Joe Moreau, Joe Ryan, 
John Ittelson, John Sills, Jory Hadsell, Kate Jordahl, LeBaron Woodyard, Lindsey 
Bertolmen, Logan Murray, Mark Clair, Martha Rubin, Meghan Chen, Melissa 
Colon, Micah Orloff, Michelle Pilati, Monica Matousek, Nicole Wooley, Pat 
James, Peter Chege, Rachel Mayo, Rico Bianchi, Rosemary Yoshikawa, Sasha 
Anderson, Steve Klein, Tim Botengan, Treva Thomas, Wendy Bass, Will 
Breitbach, and Xochitl Hirtado 
 
Welcome and Attendance: 
Wendy Bass opened the meeting at 9:30 am, welcomed everyone, and asked all 
attendees to introduce themselves.   
 
Pat James welcomed everyone. Currently there are 103 colleges that have 
adopted Canvas. There are also three more which have voted and not yet sent in 
paperwork. This whole project is being successful because it is coming from the 
the grassroots up.  
 
Joint Meeting:       
RP Group 2015-2016 Evaluation Report:   Information 
Darla Cooper from the RP Group subbed for Alyssa Nyugen in providing an 
overview of the 2015-2016 Evaluation Report. There were twelve 
recommendations in the report from 2014-2015 and seven were completed. One 
recommendation was deferred to 2016-2017, and four (related to Quest, Net 
Tutor, and being able to match data) are still in progress. The RP Group 
evaluators are meant to be collaborative partners working with the initiatives, not 
looking down or swooping in for evaluation. They are at the meetings and 
involved in the whole process. 
 
Major accomplishments as of the June 30th report for 2015-2016 were: eighty-
eight colleges using Canvas, Consortium was formed, an equity work group 
started, statewide and national recognition, the product getting ready to go live, 
and kick off meetings happened at pilot school. There were also several new 
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products and tools that came online last year: online counseling, plagiarism, 
proctoring, and the accessibility tool. 
 
The third year evaluation for 2015 2016 was organized by themes identified in 
the work plan. Those themes were: OEI processes, online learning environment, 
resources and services for students, and resources and services for faculty. 
 
OEI processes include governance, management, planning, and running of the 
project. Surveys were sent to the management team, the Steering Committee, 
the Consortium, and any other partners or active participants asking how 
participants felt about how things are going. Successes include a general sense 
of confidence in the project, effective monitoring, and in open ended comments 
there were accolades for the management team for their responsiveness. 
Opportunities include: work on a comprehensive communication plan with key 
messages, public facing timelines, and developing an orientation process for new 
members. It would also be beneficial to look for additional opportunities for 
colleges to meet with each other both within and outside of the project. 
 
Surveys of faculty and students who were using Canvas in the pilot colleges 
were done to look at their experiences with the online learning environment. 
Unfortunately there were low response rates especially among the students, and 
there was also a big drop from 59% to 20% from fall to spring with faculty. The 
good thing is that people really like Canvas and are very positive about both 
teaching and learning experiences. The majority of people that have used other 
LMSs like Canvas better. Opportunities in Canvas are in additional training for 
faculty and communication and collaboration tools, specifically the discussion 
board, since there are some issues there. Perhaps it would be useful to have an 
orientation within Canvas to help people use it a little easier and faster. For 
readiness, the RP Group is able to embed the survey links within Canvas. After 
the student goes through the modules, they are able to immediately give 
feedback on what they like or don’t like. Wendy required her students to 
complete the survey in Canvas before they could take the final exam. However in 
order to do that the survey must be in Canvas, so it would help if the survey 
could be exported so each faculty member could import it into their shells and 
have it as a prerequisite; that might help increase the response rate. Darla 
suggested the team look into that. The project is currently dependent upon 
faculty to send the link to the student. 
  
Resources and support for students included Quest Readiness for Success and 
NetTutor. Over the entire course of the project, students have always reported a 
positive experience and find it very helpful. The tutoring usage rate of 12% did 
exceed the target of 10%. Most students learn about these services from the 
faculty so it is very important for faculty to know about the services and to 
encourage their students to use them. There is an opportunity for increasing 
faculty participation in the evaluation. Another opportunity, which has been 
completed, was having a webinar with Smarter Measure to provide more 
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information about Quest. There were also some suggestions from students and 
Darla encouraged members to look at those in the report. The survey included 
both Quest and Net Tutor which enabled the team to get an idea of why students 
who used one didn’t use the other. The number one reason was “I didn’t know 
about it,” or “I didn’t know what it was.” At this point the RP Group was not able to 
match student data with usage so they cannot tell yet if it is making a difference 
in student grades. The group talked about ways student data might be matched 
with usage as well as some confounding variables for teasing out the specific 
elements that made a difference in student success. Overall, there are positive 
results in looking at success rates for OEI versus statewide; they just aren’t able 
to yet get at exactly why. The project should have fall data for RP to match and 
SPOCs will get a message in the next week about what needs to be done to 
switch on the ability to match data. 
 
Resources and support for faculty were mostly related to the Course Design 
Rubric. Are students seeing those elements in their online courses and how did 
faculty experience that process? Most students had very positive responses in 
terms of the different areas within the rubric. Faculty felt the review process was 
helpful, at least the first review; they were making changes based on that review. 
There is an opportunity with what happens after the first review; the process 
started to break down if faculty had to go through a second review. They also 
needed more help in getting their courses accessible online. 
 
Recommendations: 
1) Develop an internal communication plan to identify key messages, information 
and timelines targeted to specific stakeholders especially as the project grows 
2) Develop a more robust and streamlined data collection process to support 
internal tracking and reporting needs 
3) Consider embedding survey links into platforms to improve response rates 
4) Implement a student feedback mechanism that addresses overall student 
learning experiences in a more timely and efficient manner 
5) Deploy the Canvas student and faculty survey in fall 2016 (this is being done) 
6) Streamline the OEI Course Review Process and provide accessibility support 
7) Consider assembling OEI information and resources all in one place designed 
to be available to the public and wider audiences 
 
Next steps are to continue to address recommendations from the annual 
evaluation report, find additional ways to improve the evaluation and feedback 
loop, and develop and carry out the evaluation activities planned for 2016-2017. 
 
RP Group use of student data for research purposed is exempt from FERPA. 
The data in most cases doesn’t include names, addresses, or social security 
numbers; it just has the student ID. Anything the RP Group reports back never 
includes identifying student information and is aggregated. The data is also on 
protected servers and not shared. Jory also noted the MOU signed by the 
colleges allows RP to have access to data for research purposes on this project. 
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Joe Moreau acknowledged what an awesome partner the RP Group is and 
Alyssa specifically, she has been great at participating, digging into the weeds, 
etc.  
 
Revisit Goals and Responsibilities for the Steering Committee/Consortium:  
It took some work and a lot of rocky conversations with diagrams to pull together 
the governance structure of the Consortium and the Steering Committee in the 
beginning. Pat introduced the Launch Team and the permanent staff and 
reviewed the overall OEI goals which included increasing the transfer rate, the 
Exchange, and the common CMS. The intent was for the Steering Committee to 
advise and give direction as constituent representatives for the system. The 
Steering Committee includes: nine representatives for the Academic Senate, 
CIOs, DE coordinators, etc. The project team and Steering Committee shared 
the role of giving advice and doing work. The Steering Committee set everything 
in motion with work groups for bylaws, professional development, CCMS, and 
accessibility that fleshed out details and started everything in motion. Now the 
Steering Committee meets and provides high level advisory capacity 
representing different constituents in the system. Dave and Jodie are the only 
two people in the room on both the Steering Committee and Consortium. The 
Co-Chairs were also asked to overlap and attend each other’s meetings. 
 
The Consortium was set up to give the pilot colleges a voice in how the project 
moved forward. They are really in the day to day work of operations and how 
everything is going. They need to provide guidance on questions related to if 
there should be a maximum class size for online courses going forward, and 
policy elements like how to interface with the Chancellor’s Office to update the 
DE Guidelines. The Consortium is making some procedural and operational 
decisions and is coming up with great new ideas as elements are built. The 
Consortium has a lot that needs to be said, and the Steering Committee needs to 
listen. The Steering Committee has a lot that needs to be said because they are 
not all represented in the pilot colleges and are not in the middle of it all, but need 
to provide that perspective for those that come on later. CIOs need to tell how 
decisions impact enrollment management and CEOs need to be involved 
because the project must have support from the top to be successful as it grows.  
 
The group talked about the possibility of merging groups/meetings in the future 
and how to potentially decrease impacts for what could be a very large group. 
Members also talked about the incredible value that came from meeting in 
person, from across different regions of the state, and the value of building 
relationships which contribute to security and trust that everyone is all moving in 
the same direction. It is important not to waste people’s time, but meeting in 
person is very valuable. Coming together also lightens the work load of being a 
SPOC. If/when groups are merged it would also be a good idea to create 
additional opportunities for work groups to meet online. Perhaps as more 
colleges join the Consortium the in person component evolves into some kind of 
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annual meeting. Perhaps policy elements could be addressed on the phone or 
online. Brian suggested looking at the possibility of hosting gatherings at the 
colleges. Pat explained that the groups have been meeting in Sacramento 
because it is easy for everyone to get to. 
 
The project is looking at putting together a conference or mini-summit to bring 
everybody together to share everything being done, hopefully in February or 
March. Most of the college faculty is not here and it would be good to bring them 
in, but it is also important to bring together Financial Aid Directors, Enrollment 
Managers, and other stakeholders on campus. If that could be done once a year, 
it would be really helpful. 
 
As organizations evolve they go through phases. At the beginning there is a 
planning or strategy phase. Then there is an implementation phase. Now that all 
of the pieces are visible it is possible to build a roadmap forward. 
 
Exchange Update:        
Status of Course Exchange Development: 
John Sills provided an update on development status. Code was released to 
production in October and implementation teams have been working with the 
colleges to integrate since then. He presented a status table as of last Friday for 
the project. Everybody is now up in the sandbox, non-production environment in 
the eight pilot colleges. Production readiness testing is happening at Ventura, 
Foothill, Shasta, and MSJC. Some roadblocks that came up are being taken care 
of.  Shasta, Butte, and Tahoe are all complete in production readiness. Fresno 
will be ready too, as soon as they flip a switch. User Acceptance Testing is in 
progress at Coastline, Butte, and Tahoe. They have been working with A&R folks 
on running through scenarios with students in sandbox environments. The team 
has been working on fixing bugs and has also been working through a backlog of 
items from October as well. As of yesterday they started to work on new features 
that have been identified as necessary. From now on they will continue to evolve 
and add new features until next September when version two is planned.  
 
Jory acknowledged John Sills and development team for the tremendous amount 
of work that has gone into building the project and working with the individual 
colleges. One of the things learned is that each college has its own story to tell in 
this process. Originally the project team had a vision of all colleges one day 
flipping a switch and starting together, but everyone has realized there are 
different things going on at each of the colleges and the team has been working 
to support the colleges on the technical end toward going live. Now the vision is 
that colleges will come on when each college is ready to come on. John 
explained the project also now realizes that it would have been better to take all 
of the colleges in a district together because many of those technical pieces are 
done at the district level. 
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Each college has their own philosophy about the level of testing that is needed. 
User Acceptance Testing (UAT) allows each college to do all of the testing they 
feel is needed. Then after UAT, there is a go/no go decision to flip the switch and 
make everything active on the production side and then turning it on with 
students.  
 
Having gone through the process the team has learned a lot and is working to 
help provide a roadmap for current and future colleges. Jessica Hurtado will be 
working with the next sixteen colleges on breaking down the actual steps that 
have to happen. The Enrollment Management Checklist gives colleges the 
comfort of knowing they are accomplishing tasks and provides a better vision of 
where they are in the process. Jessica provided a quick overview of those 
documents posted on Basecamp. 
 
Some functional teams are interested in talking to their counterparts at other 
colleges. SPOCs can just hand over names and email addresses, but perhaps it 
would be better to have facilitation for guiding discussion and calming nerves. 
Jory agreed moderation would be a good idea and noted it is important for 
people to see what everything looks like; Jessica can help set up those meetings 
or moderate them. Pat noted that it would also be useful to bring in the best 
person to work with the particular group that is meeting. The project also plans to 
bring on customer service reps as the project scales up. The project team is 
looking at the needs of the eight colleges and using what is learned to formalize 
a process for the other sixteen to have engagement at each of the functional 
levels. Some of the conversation are about delivering direct support to the eight 
and then using that process for bring on the sixteen later. Gwen cautioned that 
people who haven’t yet seen the bigger vision might feel this is just something 
extra being tapped on them. It is important they get a view of the bigger vision 
before being in a group, otherwise they may just complain together. Bonnie 
agreed those who don’t have the bigger vision can feel this is just an isolated 
piece. She suggested members provide that larger vision as they return to their 
colleges. 
 
Status of Course Exchange Process Implementation: 
The student services team is bringing in representatives and asking them to add 
their piece into the project. Bonnie has worked closely with Financial Aid 
Directors and they did a really good job of creating something new in the 
Consortium agreement. They worked out manual business processes and now 
the project is looking at how to automate those processes. In this first pilot phase 
students will have to fill out two BOGs but the team is hoping to move forward 
with the Chancellor’s Office to get to just having one. That would be good news, 
but they still need to work out how that could be done. 
 
Bonnie is working with Autumn on a webinar to educate counselors regarding 
OEI. Materials have been put together for counselors regarding what to do when 
students come to them about the Exchange and what should be shared with 
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students about the Exchange. Dan Barnett told the group about a Shasta College 
student who contacted one of the Butte College psychology instructors about 
taking a course at Butte. That student seems to be the ideal person to take the 
Methods of Research course when Butte and Shasta go live.  
 
Bonnie put information together that instructional and counseling faculty can 
share with students when it comes to accessing the Exchange and what it is 
about. FAQs have been created from the student perspective that counseling 
and instructional faculty can share with students. There are also plans which will 
be shared with colleges for marketing the Exchange to students. On the student 
services side the project knows what they need to do and they know that A&R 
needs to play a role. A&R is very different at each college so the project has to 
figure out how to get those people the vision and the bigger picture from the 
beginning. The A&R role on one campus may just be informational because 
everything comes in automatically, while on other campuses A&R may be 
responsible for input of information. When getting implementation teams it will be 
important to keep those student services people and others in the room and 
meeting frequently from the beginning. Financial aid was challenging, but it 
worked because they met together from the beginning 
 
OEI Course Exchange Timeline: 
The road ahead involves dependencies because everything can’t move at the 
same time. There are especially dependencies around financial aid. Right now 
the process for the eight colleges is going to be manual. However, scaling those 
manual processes is not sustainable across twenty-four colleges, so the timeline 
will be dependent upon that.  
 
Steve Klein explained that at this point it is likely the eight pilots will go live early 
in the year, probably between January and March. Originally, the vision was of 
colleges all starting together, but now colleges will go live when they are ready 
without specifically targeting early registration or open registration. Marketing and 
communication shared with students will change dependent upon when colleges 
go live. The eight colleges will be using the Course Exchange and will hit early 
registration for fall 2017. At some point in the fall, it will be business as usual for 
the Course Exchange just as part of the colleges’ offerings. It will no longer be a 
pilot at the eight colleges. Along the way they will be making improvements 
including bug fixes, enhancements, etc. 
 
For the sixteen to set up the Course Exchange, the team is encouraging and now 
requiring the CCCID to be somewhere in your college’s SIS. About half of the 
sixteen are already working on SIS Adaptor, SSO, and Proxy. The project 
anticipates the workflows that will be deployed for students and for admins will 
happen around May. At the sixteen colleges prior to that, there will be course 
review processes, professional development, and deep work with IT folks all 
going on.  
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The eight colleges are kindly willing to go through manual processes with 
financial aid but that won’t be feasible for twenty-four colleges when the other 
sixteen come on. Therefore, early in 2017 the project hopes to learn the 
requirements to build automation for the financial aid pieces. Then hopefully it 
can be built out this summer and rolled out live to students the end of summer 
2017 with the sixteen pilots. There are a lot of student services processes that 
will be engaged for the sixteen before the technical pieces. The project will work 
independently with the colleges to maintain thorough and consistent work with all 
of them. The timing for when new colleges get pulled on board will get pushed 
out a few months. The team is working with many colleges on the SIS Adaptor 
with the technical components piece. After the first of the year, the project team 
working with the Steering Committee and Consortium should be able to define 
the criteria and requirements for new colleges to come on. 
 
Consortium members had specific questions about timing for when to tell faculty 
courses will be offered to students, how many seats to set aside, etc. The project 
team explained they are looking at fall, but all sixteen may not be ready at the 
same time. When the steps are done and all the lights turn green the college will 
be ready. No one knows yet exactly how this will play out over the next six 
months or so, which is why it is important to continue to meet as a team so 
everyone knows what is happening with IT, etc. Steve explained the project will 
deliver the timeline that works for each college; each college will be different. All 
colleges will become teaching and home colleges when they come on. It may be 
possible to separate those elements down the road, but for now all of the 
colleges will be both. 
 
How does the project ensure one college doesn’t try to come in and dominate the 
Exchange? The Consortium is a body that is empowered to make those kinds of 
agreements.  
 
The focus for the project has been on spring and fall implementations because 
there are both semester and quarter schools in the pilot which introduces more 
complexity. In the future the project team may look at winter and summer 
implementations. 
 
Consortium members asked a variety of questions related to supply and demand, 
needs of students, marketing, and back-up plans. The project team explained 
that although there are projections and timelines, there are a number of 
dependencies that can’t be completely forecast right now. In some respects it will 
be necessary to just see how it goes. Jodie emphasized that in this project unlike 
anything ever done before, colleges will need to be flexible in piloting in ways 
they have never done before. Look at the timelines, but recognize that in some 
respects they are guesses and estimations. 
 
Jim had hoped the first eight colleges would go through a full cycle including 
opening to students, registration, taking the course, and so on. As one of the 
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sixteen he really hoped to have all the bugs exposed, and he’d rather that the 
OEI team work really hard with the eight and tell the sixteen to wait if needed. 
Steve appreciated and understood the feedback. In an ideal situation, the project 
would be able to have the full eight colleges play through before the sixteen. But 
he thinks it will largely play out that way for most of the sixteen anyway. Based 
on how the eight are going at the beginning of January, some or all should be in 
early registration in April for fall 2017. Then there will be a few months for 
observation and not all sixteen will be ready at the same time. There could be 
some colleges still piloting in January 2018, and possibly launching the 
Exchange January through March 2018 for early registration for fall 2018. Then 
at some point in spring or summer of 2018 the Course Exchange will be regular 
business for the sixteen. At some point old and new college will be on at the 
same time and then new colleges will be coming on in some way. If the 
automation of the financial aid piece hasn’t been cracked it will create a great 
dependency and may shift timelines. Clinton suggested superimposing the 
financial aid timeline on the technical timeline since those dependencies exist, 
since full sections from twenty-four colleges would break the manual process. 
Steve agreed, the team needs to identify the requirements, build them, and then 
release them. That must all fall into place for this to happen. 
 
Debra is pleased that OEI has been looking forward to when the project transitions to 

just being part of the fabric of the CCC. The timeline doesn’t just end at the end of 
the five year mark, it goes forward. Pat highlighted the importance of the Budget 
Change Proposal the Chancellor’s Office helped put forward. The additional 
$10M makes the CCMS part of the infrastructure.  
 
Individual OEI Steering Committee Meeting: 
Members discussed bylaws regarding how a quorum is determined and noted 
that there were voting members who had missed two or three meetings. Those 
seats have been declared vacant and a request will be made to the Chancellor’s 
Office to have appointing bodies assign new representatives.  
 
Action Item: 
Fabiola and Cheryl will contact the Chancellor’s Office about appointing bodies 
that need to assign new representatives due to repeated absences. 
 
OEI Voting Members Present for Separate OEI Meeting:  
Autumn Bell, Cheryl Aschenbach, Christina Gold, Dan Crump, Dave Stephens, 
Edward Pohlert, Fabiola Torres, Greg Beyrer, Jodie Steeley, Joe Perret, Lisa 
Beach, Lisa Wang, and Thomas Greene 
 
Approval of Prior Meeting Minutes:     Action 
There were no corrections or additions to the minutes for the September 16th 
2016 and October 14, 2016 meeting minutes. Joe Perret moved to approve the 
minutes and Greg Beyrer seconded the motion. The minutes were approved 
unanimously. 
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Course Design Rubric Modification:     Action 
At the October meeting the Steering Committee agreed to allow use of the 
modified rubric on a limited basis for the most recent review cycle. Autumn 
reported there were seven reviews in November and they haven’t gotten 
feedback to all of the instructors yet. The team heard back on one and the 
feedback was very positive, “The way it is laid out makes it easy to take to my 
on-campus instructional designer and get help to make my course ‘Exchange 
Ready.’” There was a small training done for a limited set of reviewers in 
October. They were excited and felt this structure was clearer and would help 
them to be more consistent in feedback in their reviews. One faculty member 
submitted a course for review and is also a reviewer; she was hesitant before but 
now feels more confident with the process. 
 
The wording “Exchange Ready” seems to limit use of the rubric to the OEI 
Exchange, so Autumn asked how the group felt about changing that heading to 
“Aligned.” Members felt that would be a good change and would contribute to the 
ability to potentially use the rubric in other capacities. 
 
Anna explained the integrity of the original rubric has been maintained in 
restructuring by taking every bullet in the original rubric and re-sorting to 
appropriate areas. It was a laborious, but important process, and maintained the 
integrity of the rubric. That work was done by faculty reviewers. That also meant 
gaps were able to be addressed. Section D for accessibility is also more specific 
now. 
 
Lisa Beach, as a member from a non-pilot school, expressed appreciation for 
having access to the rubric as a guide to what OEI feels is a high quality online 
course. Her faculty had asked to have the rubric in a non-evaluative way. Anna 
explained they are changing the review process along with revising the rubric. 
They have gotten rid of the application, and instead faculty members do a self-
assessment using the rubric. They could recreate the rubric and call it a self-
assessment, but she felt the headings “Incomplete, Aligned, and Additional 
Exemplary,” helped build the information needed to really understand the 
minimum level. Fabiola also felt the rubric could also be used as a template for 
building an exemplary course, especially with focus on the additional exemplary 
element in addition to the aligned elements. Anna felt the new structure also 
made the document a little less intimidating than it was before. It could also be 
used in a non-evaluative way as a checklist for faculty to determine whether their 
own course was aligned or incomplete. Another member mentioned they liked 
using it as an evaluative tool on her campus. 
 
The revised rubric is also being used to create the new @ONE training modules. 
The rubric was based on extensive research of best practices; a next step will be 
to have an electronic version online where clicking on one of the aligned 
elements will have links to research, examples, and video tutorials. Jodie 
recommended the overall intention of the rubric not be lost, it is an agreed upon 
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standard of excellence based on multiple sources not just because @ONE says 
it is good. Two years ago, it was really challenging when faculty would get 
seventeen pages of information back. She commended Anna on the work in 
massaging the rubric and making it a win-win for the Exchange and all online 
courses. Anna noted the team has been taking into account feedback from both 
reviewers and faculty. This newest version structurally looks quite different, but 
was able to maintain the content from the original research. Autumn thought in its 
revised form members would be able to use the tool with faculty in a more 
general way. 
 
@ONE has been working to make extensive revisions to their online course. The 
rubric will be completely aligned with the course and the certificate.  That is going 
through review now and will be finished in the spring. It will have Creative 
Commons licensing so anyone can use it. 
 
Greg Beyrer moved to approve the revised course rubric with the middle column 
renamed, “Aligned,” and some minor typos corrected. Dave Stephens seconded 
the motion which then passed unanimously. 
 
Nominations for OEI Representative to DETAC:   Action 
The Distance Education and Education Technology Advisory Committee 
(DETAC) is a committee that will identify best practices in development and 
evaluation of distance education. It will recommend guidelines and regulatory 
changes. DETAC will work in collaboration with TTAC. Members discussed OEI 
representatives who have already been seated on DETAC as Academic Senate 
and DECO representatives. OEI has one representative to DETAC. 
 
Dan Crump moved to approve Lisa Beach as OEI representative to DETAC. Joe 
Perret seconded the motion. The motion passed unanimously. 
 
Debrief/Reflections from Morning Session: 
Members discussed the importance of the joint meeting in hearing perspectives 
from Consortium members this morning. Steering Committee and Consortium 
members bring different, and yet both important perspectives to the project. 
Everyone agreed the Consortium is important as a piloting group and at some 
point in the future it would be appropriate to consider merger of the two groups, 
but the project is not yet ready. Members thought it would continue to be useful 
to have some joint meetings. Jory felt both groups gave the other credibility. 
 
The Consortium is developing processes and rules, and the Steering Committee 
helps validate Consortium work from a statewide perspective. The groups 
represent different perspectives and interests. The Steering Committee was 
hugely important in getting the project started and still provides guidance, but the 
frequency of meetings needed might change. The Consortium still needs to meet 
frequently, but it might be possible to reduce the frequency of Steering 
Committee meetings. Members thought it was useful to get the Consortium 
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newsletters on a regular basis. There are also approved minutes for both the OEI 
Steering Committee and Consortium on the website. 
 
Dave asked if a certain governance structure is required for the Steering 
Committee by the RFA, and Joe Moreau noted there probably is a commitment in 
the RFA response, but there may also be some flexibility. The Consortium has 
two members from each pilot school because some SPOCs are administrators 
and some are faculty members. The decision was made to have one 
administrator and one faculty member from each pilot. That has provided a very 
healthy perspective so far and the ability to commit to decisions requires 
participation from both groups. Committee members noted as the project looks 
toward a merger there might be a need to balance an unwieldy number of 
participants or look at the number of members from each body. Post pilot the 
Consortium might switch to a representational model. Those would be good 
questions for future project visioning. 
 
Edward urged both bodies to look toward more creativity in meeting style with 
more discussion and input rather than “sage on the stage” presentations. This 
morning the room was set up in small groups, but everything was done in a large 
group presentation. Jory noted the culture of the two bodies has historically been 
different. The culture of the Consortium tends to be more collaborative. It is 
important to be more interactive and make the most of people’s time. 
 
Over time the Consortium might evolve depending upon what phase they are in. 
There might be a need to include sub-committees of A&R, professional 
development, etc. Cheryl thought those group could benefit from peer 
conversations through some sort of sub-committee structure at least through 
their pilot implementation piece. Then maybe some other structure evolves as 
the college graduates from a pilot, perhaps becoming a different committee. 
 
Lisa Beach appreciated the extra level of detail that came out in the project 
updates. It reminded her part of her role is to take information back to the DE 
coordinators. Greg felt it was especially helpful to have the pilot colleges in the 
room during the Exchange update. That can be abstract as a non-pilot college, 
so it was especially helpful to hear the real struggles of the member colleges. On 
the other hand, Dan felt the last presentation ended up getting a little too 
detailed; some detail is important and useful, but there was a bit too much of it. 
 
Greg has a vision to end up with as clear a checklist as possible for the twenty-
fifth colleges onward. He’d like there to be information from the first twenty-four 
college’s A&R staff, Deans of Counseling, etc. Knowing the experience of the 
first twenty-four colleges would help those that follow benefit from the 
experience, as well as learning how to change the culture. 
 
With DETAC being reconvened it is hard to know what policies will be in the 
future, but Jodie felt this group has a great deal of feedback to provide dialogue 
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and that should be kept in OEI’s vision. The project can plan for things that we 
know about, but it also needs to plan for the things that can’t be seen yet.  
 
Fabiola thought it was important to stay aware of the role of the guild/union to 
ensure that everyone plays nice with respect to compensation, working 
conditions, etc. Somewhere the conversation of the collective bargaining unit 
should be brought in. Jodie thought that would come in the financial elements 
noting that colleges have saved money from the Canvas implementation, and the 
Academic Senate has recommended some of those savings be used for 
professional development. Greg noted the importance of keeping decisions about 
instruction as close to the ground as possible It is important to preserve local 
flavor as much as possible. 
 
Joint Group-  Vision- Looking Forward: 
Both the Consortium and Steering Committee will continue looking at potential 
criteria for bringing new colleges into the project. Colleges have to adopt Canvas, 
and it might be easier to bring on colleges that are in a district. That list is posted 
on Basecamp for feedback. 
 
The group has been talking about managing the scale of the growing consortium.  
Jory noted the Steering Committee had some discussion about size and how to 
manage the scale of the growing consortium. 
 
Pat explained the Consortium group talked about the feedback loop and the 
process of choosing courses for the next iteration of the Exchange. It would be 
good to look at ideas about process and requirements. Perhaps it would be a 
good idea to have a joint Consortium/Steering Committee workgroup look at that 
and bring it back. 
 
Jory reported the Steering Committee felt it was too soon to talk about merging 
committees, but also had consensus about how useful it was hearing the 
perspective of the pilot colleges. They also saw the value of leveraging the skills 
and creativity in the group with less large group presentations. The Steering 
Committee also liked the potential of a summit. However, it will be important to 
look at scaling issues since with twenty-four pilot colleges in the Consortium that 
means a minimum of forty-eight representatives. There is also the issue of 
needing more direct input from people at the colleges who will be implementing 
everything. It might be a good idea to look toward an annual or periodic event 
where there are more subgroups from the Consortium that are focused on topical 
issues related to policies. There is also a target for the Consortium later this 
spring of a formalized Consortium agreement. Right now there is a collection of 
MOUs the pilots are working on, but in order to bring on new colleges there 
needs to be a single agreement with rules for coming into the Consortium and 
how they agree to operate jointly as colleges within that Consortium. There is a 
real opportunity through something like an OEI summit to have financial aid folks 
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work together and to have enrollment managers get together in the room to talk 
but also with input from the Steering Committee. 
 
Autumn reported the Steering Committee approved the revised rubric. The 
middle column will be renamed “Aligned,” and it will be posted on the website 
toward the end of next week. Pat noted the Consortium group’s interest in 
making sure their voice is heard in those kinds of decisions as well. Feedback on 
criteria for colleges that come in, courses that are selected and so on, that all 
needs to go back to the Steering Committee in a really clear way. The 
Consortium group talked about potential problems with the size of the committee 
and having different groups meet; maybe groups of constituent representatives 
could meet online. There were discussions about how and when to potentially 
change the configuration of the Steering Committee and Consortium. There was 
also a concern about how to make sure the voice of student services is brought 
into the room. Perhaps those constituent groups meet and have a representative 
come to the Consortium meeting. 
 
Action Item: 
Anita asked what it would take for the Consortium to implement work groups and 
Pat explained you would usually ask for volunteers. Maybe Jessica can help the 
management team find all of those people to send something out saying there 
will be a meeting, and have them meet together.   
 
That kind of communication is one of the reasons for having the Co-Chairs from 
each group attend the meeting for the other group. 
 
It will also be helpful to get to place where there are manageable, predictable 
cycles for making changes and updates to Consortium agreements, etc.  
 
Transitions: 
Jory will become Executive Director for OEI officially on December 19th and Pat 
will be with the project through January 6th. Today is Pat’s last official meeting 
with both the Consortium and the Steering Committee. 
 
The entire group joined with Jory in thanking and praising Pat for her tremendous 
and gracious leadership. Pat expressed her appreciation to everyone and her 
confidence the initiative will continue successfully in its mission to do great work 
supporting students in online courses. 
 
Joint Meeting Wrap Up: 
Wendy Bass noted that SPOCs have a special role for the OEI, and a goal this 
year is to create a job description that will help people understand the full scope 
of that what that role entails. It will be nice to have a cohesive job description. 
 
Both the Steering Committee and Consortium felt the Joint Meeting today was 
useful and they would like to have another at some point in the future. There is 
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also significant interest in putting together an OEI Summit which would require 
the assistance of the Co-Chairs from both groups. The management team is 
looking at February or March, which lines up with where the project wants to get 
with bringing on additional pilot colleges and having a Consortium agreement, 
etc. 
 
The project has budgeted for all of the existing services to continue to all online 
courses at the pilot colleges for the coming fiscal year. VeraCite is the one 
question mark since the RP Group will be helping with an evaluation of that tool 
in February/March. It was launched with nine colleges that needed a plagiarism 
detection tool. There have been some enhancements including native Canvas 
integration. Your SPOCs should have been contacted about how to migrate from 
the LTI version to the native API version. 
 
A handy guide to all of the services will be posted again in Basecamp including 
cost information for non-pilot colleges that want to buy-in on those services. 
Smarter Measure is funded for the entire community college system next year.  
 
Closing Announcements: 
LeBaron Woodyard introduced staff member Erin Larson, she has been assigned 
to Distance Education and will coordinate DETAC and also represent the 
Chancellor’s Office to Academic Affairs in these meetings. 
 
Jory reaffirmed that Online Teaching Conference (OTC) registration, but not 
travel costs, will be covered for Consortium and Steering Committee members. 
Pat will send something out; let her know if you want her to register you. 
 
Will is still in the Consortium but is stepping down as Co-Chair and in January 
Michelle will be stepping up to be Co-Chair of the Consortium with Wendy. The 
next Consortium meeting is scheduled for February; an OEI Summit may replace 
an upcoming Consortium meeting. 
 
Next Steering Committee Meetings: 
January 13th Online from 9:30am- 11:30am 
February 10th Online from 9:30am- 11:30am  
March 10th Face-to-face in Sacramento 9:30am- 3:30pm 
 
Adjournment: 
The meeting was adjourned at 2:48 pm. 
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